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CROPLAND is a preferred partner for B2B midsized 
services companies looking to increase efficiency 
through the smart use of data and A.I. technology.

Data & 
A.I. 

Service 
Provider

CROPLAND is a consulting 
company founded in 2013, 
based in Berchem.

A multifunctional team of A.I. 
business consultants, full 
stack data engineers & data 
scientists.



CROPLAND ensures 
efficiency gains and 
thus better results.

We advise, implement 
& develop and provide 
support.

Data & technology is a 
powerful tool

Implementing data-driven decisions

A.I. & data 
strategy consultancy

Data engineering & 
cloud infrastructure

A.I. & advanced 
analytics development



CROPLAND service offering
Consultancy, development & support

A.I. & data 
strategy consultancy

Data engineering & 
cloud infrastructure

A.I. & advanced 
analytics development

What is Artificial Intelligence?  How 
does this technology help companies 
stay competitive?  What is the 
importance of a data strategy?  How 
is a business process properly 'data-
driven'?

Through workshops and thanks to our 
expert optinion CROPLAND ensures 
that data and A.I. technology are 
deployed to achieve the right goals.

Unlocking and cleansing data, setting 
up workflows and data pipelines 
(within the appropriate cloud 
infrastructure), automating processes 
...

Today, it is impossible to maintain 
manual processes; thanks to the set-
up of smart (cloud) infrastructure and 
the data engineering tasks involved, 
enterprises are taking a big step 
towards increased efficiency.

Generating insights and detecting 
trends from data, making predictions 
thanks to good data or generating 
new content based on Generative A.I. 
... these are all elements we are 
working on today to generate impact 
and increase efficiency at our 
customers.

Setting up proofs of concepts, 
validating them in real-life and 
developing them further and 
integrating them into our customers' 
daily practices.



Seven characteristics will define 
the data-driven enterprise

By 2025, smart workflows and seamless 
interactions among humans and machines will 
likely be as standard as the corporate balance 
sheet, and most employees will use data to 
optimize nearly every aspect of their work.

• Data is embedded in every decision, interaction, and process.

• Data is processed and delivered in real time.

• Flexible data stores enable integrated, ready-to-use data.

• Data operating model treats data like a product.

• The chief data officer’s role is expanded to generate value.

• Data-ecosystem memberships are the norm.

• Data management is prioritized and automated for privacy, 
security, and resiliency.

source: https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/quantumblack/our-insights/the-
data-driven-enterprise-of-2025



Artificial Intelligence ?



The concept 
Artificial Intelligence 
was first introduced in 
1955

The father of A.I.

John McCarthy
(1927 – 2011)



The science & engineering
behind making

intelligent machines

Artificial Intelligence …



Intelligent machines, 
in the 50s?

Artificial Intelligence …

Rule based machines, 
programmed by a human 
being.

IF THIS …
THEN THAT …
ELSE …



Machine Learning (ML) 
as modern A.I.
Machine Learning is the (data) science where computers 
are trained in order to generate future predictions using 
(different) algorithms.

Artificial Intelligence …

It is the science of 
developing algorithms



While ChatGPT introduced A.I. at max 
speed in the media, machine learning 
and A.I. driven machines exists for 
many years.

Vision A.I.

Operational since 
many years



Neural Networks 
mimic the human brain

A subset in the family of Machine Learning 
algorithms

It is a methodology whereby information is passed through 
subsequent layers of neurons, inspired by the human brain

Artificial Intelligence …



A(nother) subset of neural network

Large number of layers

Very complex structures of information

“Famous” types of neural networks:

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

Large Language Models (LLMs)

Deep learning, 
networks on steroids

Artificial Intelligence …

Neural 
networks

Deep 
learning



Why do we need
algorithms?



Algorithms generate a 
higher efficiency 
because they automate 
documented decision 
making

Algorithms



Algorithms allow to 
see patterns and 
reveal strategic 
insights

Things we (humans) cannot see

Algorithms



How
does it work?



Data as a product, as an input

Machines Learning results in an 
algorithm that can predict 
outcomes on new observations

Computers are trained 
to discover insights

Learning from data

Neural 
networks



Supervised learning: we, humans, label or annotate data 
and machines are trained to predict our labels

Unsupervised learning: machines learn independently

Reinforcement learning: machines learn “by making 
mistakes”

Three ‘families’ of machine learning
How do machines learn?



In supervised learning, general (binary) 
classification predictions are generated.

Classification

Supervised learning



With unsupervised learning algorithms 
are trained to look for clusters, 
similarities, patterns …

Clustering

Unsupervised learning



Examples:

self-driving cars, chess computers, etc.

The art of building 
predictive models that 
learn “by making 
mistakes”

Reinforcement learning



Atari’s BreakOut
How A.I. learns “by making mistakes” or loosing

https://cropl.ink/what-is-ai-16-01-24


Let’s try
Learning from data

Neural 
networks



Google’s Teachable Machine

https://cropl.ink/what-is-ai-16-01-24


Do not underestimate the workload for 
labelling data and setting-up 
a representative dataset

Data needs labelling 
before training can 
start

Annotation is key 



Chihuahua or muffin?



Generative Adversarial Networks

GANs are focused on generating 
new data that looks like it came 
from the same distribution as 
the training data

Applications of GANs:
DALL-E (product of OpenAI)
Midjourney

GANs
Two types of ML models, serving a different purpose

Large Language Models

LLMs are focused on predicting 
the next word in a sequence
based on the probabilities 
learned from the training data

Applications of LLMs:
ChatGPT (product of OpenAI)
BARD (product of Google)

LLMs



Feb 2023 earthquakes 
in Turkey - Syria

Image of a Greek rescuer



Angela & Barack

Source: https://www.instagram.com/julian_ai_art @julian_ai_art

https://www.instagram.com/julian_ai_art


Accessible technology
Ready & able

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5GogZeMVTTULnO-5MQYL7Q
https://cropl.ink/what-is-ai-16-01-24


Generator
Sample

Discriminator

Discriminator 
Score

Generator
Score

Real or 
Synthetic?

Real or 
Synthetic?

R R

S S

R S

Synthetic data is generated, made like it’s real



ChatGPT, Bard, … are applications

Generative Artificial Intelligence
models that learn a representation of artifacts from data, models, … in 
order to generate brand new original artifacts that preserve the likeness 
to original data or models

Foundation Models
very large ML models trained on very large amounts of unlabeled data 
using transformer algorithms

Large Language Models
a type of foundation model specifically focused on natural 
language processing (NLP)

ChatGPT, Bard, …
a conversational application built on LLM

These applications / chatbots, they are not “looking 
up” an answer; rather, they are producing a 
string of words by predicting which word 
would best follow the previous, taking into 
account the broader context of the words 
before it.



In the latest release, even images can 
be uploaded.

You can ask ChatGPT to interprete & 
describe uploaded images.

Image recognition
ChatGPT at work



Large Language Models can “interprete” 
images and generate a string of words 
that is best suited for that image … they 
do not really know the answer

…

unless you start educating / training it 
with more specific content.

Nobody’s perfect



A.I. for moodboard development
Time reduction in the creative process

Source: Ruben Gorissen, CTO Prismax (Agoria A.I. Inspiration Session, Jan 2023)



A.I. to prediction transport prices
Shorter online customer journey on B2B e-com



+59% sales evolution

And impact on sales
Incremental sales evolution key brand

Benefits on our plans and 
marketing strategies

• Harmonised and almost real time 
updates of customer segments.

• Campaigns not ‘one size fits all’ 
anymore, but finetuned on behavious

• Mindset shift

A.I. for clustering healthcare professionals
Optimized communication channel mix



AI analyses and categorises your images 
Sort and find images by describing them

“portrait of a 
woman with 
dark hair and 
floral clothing” 



Edit video by editing text 
Smoothen existing video interviews 



Interactive A.I. driven wizard
Better online conversion



Natural conversations with A.I.
A scalable cost saving & revenue generator



Facial recognition in mobile apps & kiosks
Facilitate customer verification



o Digital workforce

o Repetitive administration tasks

o Contact center, HR, IT, …

AMELIA 
Lifehacking



o Higher commercial impact in emails

o Improved customer intimacy

o Meeting effectiveness

Personalisation
Lifehacking



o Detail aids

o Introductions

o Tutorials

Easy video creation
Lifehacking



o Newsletters & blog post

o Social media content posts

o News articles

Content creation
Lifehacking



o Status meetings

o Online meeetings

o Voice conversations

Note taking
Lifehacking



o Improved noted taking

o Executive summary generation

Content creation
Lifehacking



o Correct errors

o Learn based on your mistakes

o Improve & expand vocabulary 

Smart writing 
assistant

Lifehacking



Create slides, reports, documents, … 
directly in MS 365 (Office)

your copilot for work
Microsoft 365 Copilot



Generate comments … and AI will 
generate the code

Github AI pair 
programmer

Lifehacking



Putting Large Language Models to work 
for legal contracts.

Contract review, 
drafting, …

Lifehacking



How to make it work ?



That deliver results
Five key areas

1 2 3
Your goal is the 
starting point

Problem definition 
experts

Result-oriented data 
engineering

How does your project 
contribute to an overall 
strategy?

Algorithms are only of 
value when they solve the 
right problem.

Have the business owners 
confirm the problem.

Tap on data and exploit 
it with data-wrangling 
and cleansing 
techniques.



That deliver results
Five key areas

4 5
Transparent & accessible 
language

Knowledge transfer into 
daily operations

No black box communication: explain 
in plain language on the why, how 
and what.

Develop data skills, a fundamental 
part for implementing data-driven 
decisions. 

Make sure knowledge and expertise 
are shared.



Download this presentation here



Follow us online

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cropland
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5GogZeMVTTULnO-5MQYL7Q
https://www.instagram.com/crop_land_
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§ Be specific & set the format (e.g. bullet points vs long read)

§ Define the tone of voice and the actor (e.g. expert vs newbee)

§ Provide context & define the scope

§ List keywords to be used & specify the constraints (e.g. word count)

§ Specify the target audience & the language of the output

§ Ask to generate points of view with references & counterarguments

§ Indicate to use (or not use) industry-specific terminology

§ To avoid inappropriate content, set boundaries (e.g. family-friendly) and request content moderation (e.g. 
make sure content is appropriate to xxx)

…

Tips & tricks
Chat(GPT) Prompting Strategies



AI Tools 
landscape

A crowded market place

© @peter-sigurdson




